
Your cold chain shipment will arrive in a specially designed cold chain shipping container called a CREDO.  
Inside the CREDO, there will be a temperature monitoring device called a TempTale Bio monitor. Using the 
two correctly will ensure you have a viable product to prevent illness and save lives.  Instructions for opening 
and returning the Credo and the TempTale are below, and they will also accompany the product shipment. 

Please “Reply to All” in this message if you have any questions.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Open the Credo cold chain shipping container.

2. View the TempTale and record the temperature you see as it may be important later.

3. Stop the TempTale monitor by pressing the STOP button for 1-3 seconds. 

4.  View the TempTale LCD to look for the alarm/bell shaped “Limits Exceeded” icon as shown below.  If you 
do not see the limits exceeded icon, your product is cleared for use.  Please move on to step 6 and 
return the TempTale and Credo to SNS.

5.  If you DO see the limits exceeded icon (bell symbol), push and hold (approximately 3-5 seconds) the 
green START button to begin to take a close-up picture of EACH of the 5 readings displayed on the 
TempTale LCD screen and forward the pictures to SNS by replying to all in the email that provided your 
ETA.  SNS staff will review the images and work to determine whether the product is cleared for use or if 
you need a replacement shipment.

6.  As soon as you can, repackage the TempTale into the CREDO container, and send both back to the SNS 
using the return shipping label.  If you did not receive a return shipping label, notify SNS immediately by 
“Reply to All” to the email that provided your ETA.

Note that the Jynneos Use During Mpox Response: Vaccine Accountability Form provided by CDC is no 
longer needed, so we no longer attach the form.

For more information: 
cdc.gov/poxvirus/monkeypox  •  alabamapublichealth.gov/monkeypox
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Stopping a TempTale 4 Monitor
Press and hold (1 to 3 seconds) the Stop button until the “Stop sign”  icon appears in the upper right 
corner of the LCD display.
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